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Example data Example data to test the sampler

Description

These two datasets provide test examples to demonstrate the results of the sampler. They contain
binned arrival data, the length of the binning intervals, the (assumed) number of process states, and
appropriate prior hyperparameters.

The first dataset, TestdataMMPP, contains artificial data generated from a Markov-modulated Pois-
son Process with two states, state decay rates Qii=0.01 for both states, and arrival rates Lambda
with values 8 and 60 for good visible separation of the states.

The second dataset contains netflow arrival data collected from a personal computer by Clausen et.
al (2017) <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.
pdf>, and can be used to test the implementation of the hierarchical MMPP model. The binning
interval length is 5 seconds. It was concluded that the data is best described by a model with 5
states. For a more detailed description of the data, I point you to the given reference.

Author(s)

Henry Clausen

Maintainer: Henry Clausen <henry.clausen@ed.ac.uk>

References

Fearnhead, Paul, and Chris Sherlock. "An exact Gibbs sampler for the Markov-modulated Poisson
process." Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology) 68.5 (2006):
767-784 <doi: 10.1111/j.14679868.2006.00566.x>

Clausen, Henry. "A Bayesian Approach to Human Behaviour Modelling in Computer Networks".
Master’s thesis, Imperial College London, <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/
master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf>

See Also

Source-code and more descriptions available under <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler>

https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
http://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9868.2006.00566.x
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler
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Examples

#Use the MMPP sample data included in the package to test the regular Gibbs sampler
data("TestdataMMPP")
Test <- TestdataMMPP
test_samples <- GibbsSampler(y_0T=Test$Bins,

M=Test$M,
Inter = Test$Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate = Test$alpha_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q = Test$alpha_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_Q = Test$beta_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_rate = Test$beta_Gamma_rate,
B=1,N=2,messages=FALSE)

test_plot <- MMPPplot(Sampler_Output = test_samples,
title = "Example Plot")

plot(test_plot)

#Use the flow sample data included in the package to test the hierarchical model
data("Testdataflows")
Test <- Testdataflows
test_samples <- GibbsSampler_hierarchical(y_0T=Test$Bins,

M=Test$M,
Inter = Test$Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate = Test$alpha_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q = Test$alpha_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_Q = Test$beta_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_rate = Test$beta_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Y=Test$alpha_Gamma_Z,
beta_Gamma_Y=Test$beta_Gamma_Z,
B=1,N=2,messages=FALSE)

Gibbs-sampler for MMPPs

Efficient Gibbs-Sampler for Markov-Modulated-Poisson-Processes

Description

Fearnheard and Sherlock (2006) <doi: 10.1111/j.14679868.2006.00566.x> proposed an exact Gibbs-
sampler for performing Bayesian inference on Markov Modulated Poisson processes (MMPP). This
package is an efficient implementation of their proposed Gibbs-sampler for binned data generated
by an MMPP that uses ’C++’ via the ’Rcpp’ interface.

Furthermore, the package contains an efficient implementation of the hierarchical MMPP frame-
work, proposed by Clausen (2017) <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/
Master_thesis_Henry.pdf>, that is tailored towards inference on network flow arrival data and
extends Fearnheard and Sherlock’s Gibbs sampler. This model introduces a latent layer in the arrival
process that governs the observed arrival data.

http://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9868.2006.00566.x
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
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Both sampling frameworks harvests greatly from routines that are optimised for this specific prob-
lem in order to remain scalable and efficient for large amounts of input data. These optimised rou-
tines include matrix exponentiation and multiplication, and endpoint-conditioned Markov process
sampling.

For a detailed description of MMPPS and the exact working of the implemented Gibbs sampler,
please see the given references.

Usage

GibbsSampler(y_0T,M,Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate, beta_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q, beta_Gamma_Q,
alpha_D = NULL,
B=20,N=100,
messages=TRUE)

GibbsSampler_hierarchical(y_0T,M,Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate, beta_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q, beta_Gamma_Q,
alpha_Gamma_Y, beta_Gamma_Y,
alpha_D = NULL,
B=20,N=100,
messages=TRUE)

Arguments

y_0T a numeric vector which contains the number of observation in each bin

M the number of states the unobserved Markov Process Xt can take

Inter the temporal length of the binning intervals. All intervals must have the same
length. Due to numerical stability, the value for Inter MUST NOT be lower than
1! Please rescale your timescale if values lower are required.

alpha_Gamma_rate

a numeric vector of length M which specifies the alpha-hyperparameters of the
Gamma-prior on the arrival rates lambda.

beta_Gamma_rate

a numeric vector of length M which specifies the beta-hyperparameters of the
Gamma-prior on the arrival rates lambda.

alpha_Gamma_Q a numeric vector of length M which specifies the alpha-hyperparameters of the
Gamma-prior on the decay rates of Xt (the diagonal elements of the generator
matrix Q.

beta_Gamma_Q a numeric vector of length M which specifies the beta-hyperparameters of the
Gamma-prior on the decay rates of Xt (the diagonal elements of the generator
matrix Q.

alpha_D a numeric vector of length M − 1 which specifies the alpha-hyperparameters of
the Dirichlet-prior on the transition rates of Xt (the off-diagonal elements of the
generator matrix Q. If left blank, will be initialised with 1 (uninformative prior).
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alpha_Gamma_Y a numeric value which specifies the alpha-hyperparameter of the Gamma-prior
on the arrival rate lambdaZ of the latent variable Y .

beta_Gamma_Y a numeric value of length M which specifies the beta-hyperparameter of the
Gamma-prior on the arrival ratelambdaY of the latent variable Y .

B a numeric value specifying the number of samples discarded as the burn-in of
the sampler

N a numeric value specifying the number of samples to be generated

messages a boolean value specifying whether to generate text output informing the user
about the sampling progress

Details

Both the Gibbs-sampling functions for the regular MMPP and or the hierarchical extension require
an input vector that contains the binned observations, the length of a binning interval, the number of
states of the hidden Markov process, and lose prior hyperparameters. As a return, the user receives
the desired number of sample trajectories of the hidden Markov process as well as the likelihood of
each trajectory.

Value

x a numeric matrix containing the sampled trajectories of Xt. Each column cor-
responds to a sample trajectory.

Y a numeric matrix containing the sampled values of the latent variable Y . Each
column corresponds to a sample.

Lambda_S a numeric matrix containing the sampled values of the arrival rates lambda.
Each row corresponds to a sample.

Q_r a numeric matrix containing the sampled values of the decay rates Qii. Each
row corresponds to a sample.

Q_d a numeric matrix containing the sampled values of the transition rates Qi! = j.
Each row corresponds to a sample.

Lambda_Y a numeric vector containing the sampled values of the arrival rate lambdaY .
Each value corresponds to a sample.

LLH a numeric vector containing the sampled log-likelihoods of the data with the
sampled parameters. Each value corresponds to a sample.

cpu_time The time needed to create the samples.

Author(s)

Henry Clausen

Maintainer: Henry Clausen <henry.clausen@ed.ac.uk>
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References

Fearnhead, Paul, and Chris Sherlock. "An exact Gibbs sampler for the Markov-modulated Poisson
process." Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology) 68.5 (2006):
767-784 <doi: 10.1111/j.14679868.2006.00566.x>

Clausen, Henry. "A Bayesian Approach to Human Behaviour Modelling in Computer Networks".
Master’s thesis, Imperial College London, <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/
master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf>

See Also

Source-code and more descriptions available under <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler>

Examples

#Use the MMPP sample data included in the package to test the regular Gibbs sampler
data("TestdataMMPP")
Test <- TestdataMMPP
test_samples <- GibbsSampler(y_0T=Test$Bins,

M=Test$M,
Inter = Test$Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate = Test$alpha_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q = Test$alpha_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_Q = Test$beta_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_rate = Test$beta_Gamma_rate,
B=1,N=2,messages=FALSE)

test_plot <- MMPPplot(Sampler_Output = test_samples,
title = "Example Plot")

plot(test_plot)

#Use the flow sample data included in the package to test the hierarchical model
data("Testdataflows")
Test <- Testdataflows
test_samples <- GibbsSampler_hierarchical(y_0T=Test$Bins,

M=Test$M,
Inter = Test$Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate = Test$alpha_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q = Test$alpha_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_Q = Test$beta_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_rate = Test$beta_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Y=Test$alpha_Gamma_Z,
beta_Gamma_Y=Test$beta_Gamma_Z,
B=1,N=2,messages=FALSE)

Plotting for MMPPs Plotting function to visualise the results of the implemented Gibbs
sampler

http://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9868.2006.00566.x
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler
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Description

This function provides visualisation of the results taken from either of the two implemented Gibbs
samplers. The generated plot depicts the generated sample distribution of the latent Markov process
Xt as well as the uncertainty of the results.

The blue line indicates the sample mode at each point in time while the thickness of the red lines
indicates the amount of samples in each state. The uncertainty is calculated by 1 − alphati where
alphati is the fraction of the sample mode of all samples at time $t_i$.

The plotting function relies on the R-packages ’ggplot2’ and ’cowplot’.

Usage

MMPPplot(Sampler_Output=NULL,
title=" ",xaxis=" ",breaks=NULL,
colour=NULL)

Arguments

Sampler_Output the output of one of the sampler functions "GibbsSampler" or "GibbsSampler_hierarchical"

title an optional string stating the desired title of the plot

xaxis an optional string stating the desired label for the x-axis

breaks an optional dataframe with columns that replaces the x-axis ticks with cus-
tomized tick labels. The first column indicates the position of the new ticks,
while the second column contains strings with the new tick labels.

colour an optional numeric vector that allows the colouring of specific regions in the
data plot for better visual representation of specific time intervals. The vector
indicates the position of the beginning/end of each colour interval.

Author(s)

Henry Clausen

Maintainer: Henry Clausen <henry.clausen@ed.ac.uk>

References

Fearnhead, Paul, and Chris Sherlock. "An exact Gibbs sampler for the Markov-modulated Poisson
process." Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology) 68.5 (2006):
767-784 <doi: 10.1111/j.14679868.2006.00566.x>

Clausen, Henry. "A Bayesian Approach to Human Behaviour Modelling in Computer Networks".
Master’s thesis, Imperial College London, <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/
master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf>

See Also

Source-code and more descriptions available under <https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler>

http://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-9868.2006.00566.x
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler/blob/master/Master_thesis_Henry.pdf
https://github.com/hc2116/MMPPsampler
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Examples

#Use the flow sample data included in the package to test the hierarchical model
data("Testdataflows")
Test <- Testdataflows
test_samples <- GibbsSampler_hierarchical(y_0T=Test$Bins,

M=Test$M,
Inter = Test$Inter,
alpha_Gamma_rate = Test$alpha_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Q = Test$alpha_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_Q = Test$beta_Gamma_Q,
beta_Gamma_rate = Test$beta_Gamma_rate,
alpha_Gamma_Y=Test$alpha_Gamma_Z,
beta_Gamma_Y=Test$beta_Gamma_Z,
B=1,N=5,messages=FALSE)

# Define appropriate new tick labels and colouring intervals
breaks <- data.frame(times=c(0,1800,

3600,5600,
7200,9000),

names=c("14:00","14:30",
"15:00","15:30",
"16:00","16:30"))

colour <- c(0, 480, 1200, 2400,
2520, 3600, 4800, 6000,
7200, 7320, 8400, 9600)

example_plot <- MMPPplot(Sampler_Output=test_samples,
title="Observations Imperial College Data",
xaxis="time [hour]",
breaks=breaks,
colour=colour)

plot(example_plot)
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